How We Are Going To Put Corrupt Elon Musk
Out of Business By Shutting Off His “Blood
Cobalt”

AFRICAN “BLOOD COBALT” FROM THE CONGO WILL BE ELON MUSK’S UNDOING!
ARE THE KOCH BROTHERS AND GOP BILLIONAIRES HAVING THEIR FUNDS BUY IT ALL
UP!?
LIKE “BLOOD DIAMONDS” MANY WORKERS DIE GETTING LITHIUM ION BATTERY
MATERIALS AND TURNING THEM INTO BATTERIES.
Suppliers to Tesla and different electrical carmakers are scrambling to save shipments of the important
thing battery materials cobalt after a gaggle of hedge funds amassed a big stockpile of the scarce steel.
In a daring wager on larger costs, half a dozen funds, together with Swiss-based Pala Investments and
China’s Shanghai Chaos, have bought and saved an estimated 6,000 tonnes of cobalt, value as a lot as
$280m, based on the traders, merchants and analysts.
The stockpile is equal to 17 per cent of final 12 months’s international manufacturing of the steel.
Increasing use of batteries containing chemical types of the steel by Chinese electrical carmakers,
alongside formidable plans by the likes of Elon Musk’s Tesla, have created a fertile backdrop for
speculators hoping to revenue from swelling urge for food for cobalt, which boosts the power of
lithium-ion batteries.
They are betting that demand for electrical autos will exceed market expectations and push the up the
value of cobalt as battery makers akin to Panasonic, which makes battery cells for Tesla, rush to lockup provides of the fabric.

Global demand is already anticipated to outstrip provide this 12 months by 900 tonnes, based on
commodity consultancy CRU. It estimates demand for cobalt will develop 20 per cent a 12 months for
the subsequent 5 years, thanks to purchasing from the hybrid and electrical automobile trade whose
manufacturing grew by 41 per cent final 12 months.
The value of cobalt, which is mined nearly solely within the Democratic Republic of Congo, has
jumped greater than 50 per cent since November to $21 a pound and will rise additional. Prices rose to
peak at about $50 a pound in 2007, earlier than dropping to a low of $10 in 2015.
There’s an entire vacuum on the market (when it comes to provide)
“There’s going to be bigger demand for cobalt,” Ivan Glasenberg, CEO of Glencore, which controls
nearly a 3rd of the cobalt market, mentioned on Thursday. Each greenback rise within the value of
cobalt generates about $55m in earnings for the corporate.
Tesla started manufacturing at its battery “gigafactory” in Nevada a month in the past, sharpening its
want for the steel, based on merchants. Tesla didn’t reply to an electronic mail in search of remark. Pala
Investments additionally declined to remark.
“End consumers worried about future price increases have been looking to fill their [stocks] and at the
same time you’ve had some speculative buying from the hedge funds,” mentioned Edward Spencer, an
analyst at CRU.
With few pure cobalt firms listed exterior China, hedge funds have been compelled to purchase bodily
steel to specific their bullish view on the steel. Although the London Metal Exchange has a cobalt
contract, it’s not closely traded.
“They quite rapidly decided that buying physical cobalt was the only way to get proper exposure to the
cobalt price,” one dealer mentioned.
Still, merchants warned the funds may have difficulties promoting the steel for a revenue, as a result of
the cobalt market is comparatively small and launch of recent provide may rapidly ship costs decrease.
About half of the annual consumption of cobalt comes from the electrical automobile trade. While
carmakers have been attempting to cut back the quantity used, that has been tough due to its skill to
enhance battery stability and capability.
Hedge funds’ stockpile equal to final 12 months’s international manufacturing of the steel
China can also be serving to to generate the bullish predictions for demand. While the nation’s
electrical automobile trade has lately relied on batteries with out cobalt, carmakers have began to
change. Goldman Sachs analysts estimate China’s use of cobalt in electrical batteries will nearly double
by 2025.
A squeeze on demand has been exacerbated by the discount from Zambia, Russia and Australia lately,
based on analysts at Macquarie. Cobalt is mined alongside metals nickel and copper, which have fallen
in value because the monetary disaster.

Cobalt’s value surge has led some battery makers to purchase extra cobalt within the spot market,
additional benefiting the funds which have stockpiled the steel.
“There’s a complete vacuum out there” when it comes to providing it, mentioned Tony Southgate, a
cobalt dealer at Engelhart Commodities in London.

